In this paper we construct a Floer-homology invariant for a natural and wide class of sutured manifolds that we call balanced. This generalizes the Heegaard Floer hat theory of closed three-manifolds and links. Our invariant is unchanged under product decompositions and is zero for nontaut sutured manifolds. As an application, an invariant of Seifert surfaces is given and is computed in a few interesting cases. 57M27, 57R58
Introduction
In Ozsváth and Szabó [9] a Floer homology invariant was defined for closed oriented 3-manifolds. This theory was extended to knots by Ozsváth and Szabó [8] and Rasmussen [12] and recently to links again by Ozsváth and Szabó [7] . Motivated by a conjecture that knot Floer homology detects fibred knots (Conjecture 10.3, originally proposed in [10] ) and a characterization of fibred knots by Gabai [2] , we extend Heegaard Floer hat theory to a class of sutured manifolds that we call balanced (Definition 2.2). This theory provides us with a new invariant that we call sutured Floer homology, in short, SFH. In particular, for every closed To construct the invariant we define the notion of a balanced Heegaard diagram (Definition 2.11), which consists of a compact surface † with no closed components and sets of curves˛andˇof the same cardinality d that are also linearly independent in H 1 . †I ‫./ޑ‬ These data provide the input for the usual construction of Lagrangian Floer homology applied to ‫;˛ޔ‬ ‫ˇޔ‬ Sym d . †/.
The invariant that we have constructed is unchanged under product decompositions of sutured manifolds (Lemma 9.13) and is zero for nontaut sutured manifolds (Proposition 9.18). In the last chapter we assign to every Seifert surface R S 3 a sutured manifold S 3 .R/ and we compute SFH.S 3 .R// in a few cases. These computations indicate a relationship between the top nonzero term of knot Floer homology and sutured Floer homology of the sutured manifold obtained from a minimal genus Seifert surface. This relationship is the subject of Conjecture 10.2.
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Heegaard diagrams of sutured manifolds
First we recall the notion of a sutured manifold as defined by Gabai [1] .
Definition 2.1 A sutured manifold .M; / is a compact oriented 3-manifold M with boundary together with a set @M of pairwise disjoint annuli A. / and tori T . /. Furthermore, the interior of each component of A. / contains a suture, ie, a homologically nontrivial oriented simple closed curve. We denote the union of the sutures by s. /.
Finally every component of R. / D @M n Int. / is oriented. Define R C . / (or R . /) to be those components of @M n Int. / whose normal vectors point out of (into) M . The orientation on R. / must be coherent with respect to s. /, ie, if ı is a component of @R. / and is given the boundary orientation, then ı must represent the same homology class in H 1 . / as some suture.
In this paper we will restrict our attention to a special class of sutured manifolds. Definition 2.2 A balanced sutured manifold is a sutured manifold .M; / such that M has no closed components, .R C . // D .R . //, and the map from 0 .A. // to 0 .@M / is surjective.
Note that the last condition implies that for a balanced sutured manifold T . / D ∅. A balanced sutured manifold is completely determined by M and s. /. Therefore, one can view as a set of thick oriented curves in @M where such curves induce the orientations on @M n Int. /. Now we list a few important examples of balanced sutured manifolds. If .N; / is a connected balanced sutured manifold then let N .k/ denote the connected sum .N; /#S 3 .k/. This is also a balanced sutured manifold.
This way we obtain a balanced sutured manifold .M; /. We can reconstruct L from .M; / using Dehn filling as follows. For each component T The following two examples can be found in [2] . Example 2.5 Let R be a compact oriented surface with no closed components. Then there is an induced orientation on @R. Let M D R I , define D @R I , finally put s. / D @R f1=2g. The balanced sutured manifold .M; / obtained by this construction is called a product sutured manifold. Example 2.6 Let Y be a closed connected oriented 3-manifold and let R Y be a compact oriented surface with no closed components. We define Y .R/ D .M; / to be the sutured manifold where M D Y n Int.R I /, the suture D @R I and s. / D @R f1=2g. Then Y .R/ is balanced.
Next we introduce sutured Heegaard diagrams. They generalize Heegaard diagrams of closed 3-manifolds so that we can also describe sutured manifolds. Definition 2.7 A sutured Heegaard diagram is a tuple . †;˛;ˇ/, where † is a compact oriented surface with boundary and˛D f˛1; : : : ;˛m g andˇD fˇ1; : : : ;ˇn g are two sets of pairwise disjoint simple closed curves in Int. †/.
Definition 2.8 Every sutured Heegaard diagram . †;˛;ˇ/ uniquely defines a sutured manifold .M; / using the following construction.
Let M be the 3-manifold obtained from † I by attaching 3-dimensional 2-handles along the curves˛i f0g andˇj f1g for i D 1; : : : ; m and j D 1; : : : ; n. The sutures are defined by taking D @M I and s. / D @M f1=2g. Proposition 2.9 If .M; / is defined by . †;˛;ˇ/ then .M; / is balanced if and only if j˛j D jˇj and the maps 0 .@ †/ ! 0 . † n S˛/ and 0 .@ †/ ! 0 . † n Sˇ/ are surjective. The second condition is equivalent to saying that † has no closed components and the elements of˛andˇare both linearly independent in H 1 . †I ‫./ޑ‬ Proof Since adding a 2-handle increases the Euler characteristics of the boundary by 2 (the boundary undergoes surgery along the attaching circle) we get the equalities
Note that every component of @M contains a suture exactly when R . / and R C . / have no closed components. Since R . / is obtained from † by performing surgery along˛, components of † n S˛n aturally correspond to components of R . /. Thus a component of † n S˛c ontains a component of @ † if and only if the corresponding component of R . / has nonempty boundary. So R . / has no closed components if and only if the map 0 .@ †/ ! 0 . † n S˛/ is surjective. A similar argument can be used for R C . /.
The last statement follows from Lemma 2.10.
Lemma 2.10 Let † be a compact oriented surface with boundary and let˛ Int. †/ be a one-dimensional submanifold of †. Then the map 0 .@ †/ ! 0 . † n˛/ is injective if and only if † has no closed components and the components of˛are linearly independent in H 1 . †I ‫./ޑ‬ Proof In this proof every homology group is to be considered with coefficients in ‫.ޑ‬ The components of˛are linearly independent in H 1 . †/ exactly when the map i W H 1 .˛/ ! H 1 . †/ induced by the embedding i W˛,! † is injective. Look at the following portion of the long exact sequence of the pair . †;
Then we see that H 2 . †;˛/ H 2 . †/˚ker.i /. Note that H 2 . †/ D 0 precisely when † has no closed components. Let N .˛/ be a closed regular neighborhood of˛. Then by excision
where C runs over the components of †nInt.N .˛//. Thus H 2 . †;˛/ D 0 if and only if for every such component C the group Proof Suppose that˛ R . / is a simple closed curve such that the 1-handle attached to M along˛can be canceled by a 0-handle B 3 . Then the curve˛bounds the 2-disc @B 3 \ R . /.
Using the above observation we get that adding a canceling pair of index 0 and 1 critical points corresponds to adding a curve˛to˛such that after performing surgery on † along˛(so that we obtain R . /) the image of˛bounds a disc.
Notation 2.16
If is a set of pairwise disjoint simple closed curves in the interior of a surface † then †OE denotes the surface obtained by surgery on † along .
Lemma 2.17 Let˛1; : : : ;˛d ; and ı be pairwise disjoint simple closed curves in a compact oriented surface † such that the image of both and ı bound a disc in †OE˛1; : : : ;˛d . Suppose that is not null-homologous.
Then there is an i 2 f 1; : : : ; d g such that is isotopic to a curve obtained by handlesliding˛i across some collection of the˛j for j ¤ i . Moreover, the curves˛i and ı both bound discs in e † D †OE˛1; : : : ;˛i 1 ;˛i C1 ; : : : ;˛d ; .
Proof Let D and D ı be discs bound by and ı in † 0 D †OE˛1; : : : ;˛d respectively. For i D 1; : : : ; d let p i ; q i 2 † 0 be the points corresponding to the zero-sphere which replaced the circle˛i . Since is not null-homologous, there is an i 2 f 1; : : : ; d g such that D separates p i and q i . We can suppose without loss of generality that i D 1 and p 1 2 D while q 1 6 2 D . An isotopy in D of a small circle around p 1 to corresponds to handlesliding˛1 across some collection of the˛j for j ¤ 1 so that we obtain .
Observe that e † is obtained from † 0 by adding a tube T to † 0 n f p 1 ; q 1 g and performing surgery along . We take † 0 n and pinch the boundary component corresponding to @D to p 0 and @. † 0 n D / to q 0 . Then˛1 is the boundary of the disc .D n fp 1 g/ [ fp 0 g e † .
We are now going to prove that ı bounds a disc in e † . If p 1 6 2 D ı and
(In fact, † 0 D †OE˛2; : : : ;˛d OE˛1 and e † D †OE˛2; : : : ;˛d OE , and furthermore the curves˛1 and are isotopic in †OE˛2; : : : ;˛d .) Lemma 2.18 Let ı be a set of pairwise disjoint simple closed curves in †, and suppose that we are given two subsets of curves˛;
ı that are linearly independent in H 1 . †I ‫./ޑ‬ Suppose furthermore that the image of every ı 2 ı n˛bounds a disc in †OE˛. Then can be obtained from˛by a series of isotopies and handleslides. Moreover, the image of every ı 2 ı n bounds a disc in †OE .
Proof Let d D j˛j D j j. We prove the claim using induction on d . The case d D 0 is trivial. Note that it follows from the hypothesis that˛and span the same subspace in H 1 . †I ‫./ޑ‬ If˛\ ¤ ∅, say the curve˛lies in the intersection, then perform surgery on † along to obtain a new surface † 0 with two marked points p; q and two .d 1/-tuples of curves˛0 and 0 . Let ı 0 D ı n f˛g. Note that every ı 2 ı 0 n˛0 D ı n˛bounds a disc in † 0 OE˛0 D †OE˛. Using the induction hypothesis˛0 and 0 are related by isotopies and handleslides. We can arrange (using isotopies) that each handleslide is disjoint from p and q . Each isotopy of a curve in † 0 that crosses p or q corresponds to a handleslide in † across˛. Thus˛and are also related by isotopies and handleslides. Also from the induction hypothesis we get that every ı 2 ı 0 n 0 bounds a disc in † 0 OE 0 D †OE . This implies that the image of every ı 2 ı n bounds a disc in †OE .
If˛\ D ∅ then take any 2 . Since elements of are linearly independent is not null-homologous. Thus, using Lemma 2.17, can be obtained by handlesliding some˛i across a collection of the˛j for j ¤ i . So we have reduced to the case where the two subsets are not disjoint.
For i 2 f 0; 1 g choose a Morse function f i inducing . † i ;˛i ;ˇi / as in the proof of Proposition 2.13 and let f f t W 0 Ä t Ä 1 g be a generic one-parameter family of functions connecting them. We can suppose that f t is fixed in a neighborhood of @M . Also equip Y with a generic Riemannian metric. Then there is a finite subset E I such that for t 2 I n E the function f t is Morse with gradient flow lines flowing only from larger to strictly smaller index critical points, and thus induces a diagram . † t ;˛t;ˇt/. Here˛t andˇt are the intersections of † t with the ascending and descending manifolds of the index one and two critical points of f t respectively. As t passes through an element e 2 E the diagram corresponding to f t experiences one of the following changes. There is either a handleslide among the˛curves or theˇcurves (corresponding to a gradient flow line connecting two index one or two index two critical points of f e ), or a stabilization/destabilization (corresponding to creation/cancellation of index 1 and 2 critical points), or a new˛orˇcurve appears/disappears (corresponding to canceling index 0 and 1, or index 2 and 3 critical points). The last case is called a pair creation/cancellation. For each t 2 I n E choose two maximal homologically linearly independent subsets 0 t ˛t andˇ0 t ˇt that change continuously in t . Then of course˛0 i D˛i anď
Dˇi for i D 0; 1. So it is enough to show that for every e 2 E and sufficiently small " the diagrams . † e " ;˛0 e " ;ˇ0 e " / and . † eC" ;˛0 eC" ;ˇ0 eC" / are related by isotopies, handleslides, stabilization and destabilization.
In order to do this we also need to prove the fact that for every t 2 I n E and every curve˛2˛t n˛0 t the image of˛bounds a disc in the surface † t OE˛0 t . We prove this by induction on the component of I n E containing t . It is obviously true for t D 0.
First consider the case when e does not correspond to stabilization or destabilization. Let ı D˛e " [˛e C" , this is a set of pairwise disjoint curves. Furthermore, let D˛0 e " and D˛0 eC" . Observe that ı n˛e " consists of at most one curve ı obtained from either a handleslide within˛e " or a pair creation. Using the induction hypothesis for t D e " we see that ı also bounds a disc in † e " OE˛. Thus we can apply Lemma 2.18 to˛;
ı showing that˛and are related by isotopies and handleslides and that the induction hypothesis also holds for t D e C ". A similar argument applies to theˇcurves. Now suppose that e corresponds to a stabilization; the new curves appearing areą ndˇ. Define˛D˛0 e " [ f˛g andˇDˇ0 e " [ fˇg, considered as sets of curves in † eC" . Then we can apply Lemma 2.18 to˛;˛0 eC" ˛e C" andˇ;ˇ0 eC" ˇe C" .
The case of a destabilization is proved in a similar way, by taking˛D˛0 eC" [ f˛g anď Note that n z .u/ only depends on the component of † n . S˛[ Sˇ/ in which z lies and on the homotopy class of the Whitney disc u. Moreover, if the component of z contains a boundary component of † then n z .u/ D 0. Indeed, we can choose z on @ † and we can homotope u to be disjoint from @Sym
showing that n z .u/ D 0. This last remark implies that we can run the Floer homology machinery without worrying about being in a manifold with boundary. Definition 3.9 If . †;˛;ˇ/ is a balanced diagram defining the balanced sutured manifold .M; / and if P 2 D. †;˛;ˇ/ is a periodic domain then we can naturally associate to P a homology class H .P/ 2 H 2 .M I ‫/ޚ‬ as follows. The boundary of the two-chain P is a sum
Let A i denote the core of the two-handle attached to˛i and B i the core of the two-handle attached toˇi . Then let
Proof Since † has no closed components we have that
Suppose for example that a 1 ¤ 0. This implies that H .P/ has nonzero algebraic intersection with the co-core A 0 1 of the two-handle attached to˛1 (whose core is A 1 ). Since OEA 0 1 ¤ 0 in H 1 .M; @M I ‫/ޚ‬ we get that H .P/ ¤ 0. So the lemma follows if we show that the set Q D f P 2 D.x; x/ W P D 0 g is finite. We can think of Q as a subset of the lattice ‫ޚ‬ m ‫ޒ‬ m . If Q had infinitely many elements, then we could find a sequence .p j / 1 j D1 in Q with kp j k ! 1. Taking a subsequence we can suppose that .p j =kp j k/ converges to a unit vector p in the vector space of periodic domains with real coefficients. Since the coefficients of p j are bounded below and kp j k ! 1 we get that p 0. Thus the polytope consisting of vectors corresponding to real periodic domains with 0 multiplicities also has a nonzero rational vector. After clearing denominators we obtain a nonzero integer periodic domain with nonnegative multiplicities. This contradicts the hypothesis of admissibility. Proof Fix a boundary component C @ †. We can choose a set of pairwise disjoint, oriented and properly embedded arcs 1 ; : : : ; l † such that for every 1 Ä i Ä l the endpoints @ i lie in @ †; furthermore these arcs generate the relative homology group H 1 . †; @ †I ‫./ޚ‬ This can be done as follows (see the left hand side of Figure 1 ). Let † 0 denote the surface obtained from † by gluing a disc to every component of @ † n C . Let g denote the genus of † 0 . Then we can choose a set of 2g curves in † 0 as above, that are also disjoint from @ † n C . Finally, for each component C 0 of @ † n C connect C and C 0 with a curve. Note that † n .@ † [ S l iD1 i / is homeomorphic to an open disc.
We perform an isotopy of theˇcurves in a regular neighborhood of 1 [ [ l as described in the proof of [7, Proposition 3.6] . Specifically, for every 1 Ä i Ä l choose an oppositely oriented parallel copy We claim the diagram obtained this way is admissible. Let P be a periodic domain. Then
First suppose that there is an 1 Ä i Ä l such that the algebraic intersection A \ i ¤ 0. Since the multiplicity of P at the points of @ † is 0 we get that the multiplicity of P at z i is A \ i and at z 
Spin c structures
In this section .M; / denotes a connected balanced sutured manifold. 
shows that is null-homotopic.
Maslov index
Fix a balanced sutured manifold .M; / and a balanced diagram . †;˛;ˇ/ defining it.
Notation 5.1 For x; y 2 ‫\˛ޔ‬ ‫ˇޔ‬and for a homotopy class 2 2 .x; y/ let M. / denote the moduli space of pseudo-holomorphic representatives of , and let c M. / be the quotient of this moduli space by the action of ‫.ޒ‬ Let . / denote the Maslov index of , ie, the expected dimension of M. /. 
Proof The homotopy class 
Energy bounds
First we recall the definition of the energy of a map of a planar domain into a Riemannian manifold.
Definition 6.1 Let be a domain in ‫ރ‬ and let .X; g/ be a Riemannian manifold. The energy of a smooth map uW ! X is given by
Let Á be a Kähler form on †.
where The domain of v is a 2-cycle. But † has no closed components, so D.v/ D 0. The fact that v is constant now follows similarly.
Definition of the chain complex
Let .M; / be a balanced sutured manifold and . †;˛;ˇ/ an admissible balanced diagram defining it. Fix a coherent system of orientations as in [9, Definition 3.11].
Definition 7.1 Let CF. †;˛;ˇ/ be the free abelian group generated by the points in ‫\˛ޔ‬ ‫.ˇޔ‬ We define an endomorphism @W CF. †;˛;ˇ/ ! CF. †;˛;ˇ/ so that for each generator x 2 ‫\˛ޔ‬ ‫ˇޔ‬we have
Since the diagram is admissible Lemma 3.14 ensures that D.x; y/ has only finitely many positive elements. But we know that from M.D/ ¤ ∅ it follows that D 0. Proof This follows from Proposition 2.15 as in [9] .
Thus we can make the following definition. where 2 2 .x; y/ is an arbitrary homotopy class.
The number gr.x; y/ is independent of the choice of because of Theorem 5.5. From the definition of @ it is clear that gr descends to a relative grading on SFH.M; ; s/. This grading is independent of the balanced diagram defining the sutured manifold .M; /.
9 Special cases and sample computations HFL. E L/ is computed using 2l -pointed Heegaard diagrams and Floer homology is taken with coefficients in ‫ޚ‬ 2 .
For the definition of b HFK see [8] or [12] .
Proof Let l be the number of components of the link L. If . †;˛;ˇ; w; z/ is a weakly admissible 2l -pointed balanced Heegaard diagram of E L in the sense of [7] then remove an open regular neighborhood of w [ z to obtain a compact surface † 0 . The diagram . † 0 ;˛;ˇ/ is a balanced diagram defining the sutured manifold Y .L/. It is now clear that the two chain complexes are isomorphic. Definition 9.8 Let .M; / be a sutured manifold and S a properly embedded oriented surface in M such that for every component of S \ , one of (1)- (3) holds:
(1) is a properly embedded nonseparating arc in .
(2) is a simple closed curve in an annular component A of in the same homology class as A \ s. /.
is a homotopically nontrivial curve in a torus component T of , and if ı is another component of T \ S , then and ı represent the same homology class in H 1 .T /.
Then S defines a sutured manifold decomposition The following definition can be found in [2] . The following lemma will be very useful for computing sutured Floer homology since we can simplify the topology of our sutured manifold before computing the invariant. As an application we prove a generalization of Proposition 9.1.
Proposition 9.
14 If Y is a closed connected oriented 3-manifold then for all n 1,
Proof We prove the claim by induction on n. The case n D 1 is true according to Proposition 9.1. Suppose that we know the proposition for some n 1 1. Then applying the induction hypotheses to .Y #.S 1 S 2 //.n 1/ we get that
Here we used the connected sum formula b HF.Y #.S 1 S 2 // b HF.Y /˝b HF.S 1 S 2 / and the fact that b HF.S 1 S 2 / ‫ޚ‬ 2 . On the other hand we will show that there is a product decomposition Y .n 1/#.S 1 S 2 / D Y .n/, which shows together with Lemma 9.13 that the induction hypothesis is also true for n.
To find the product disc D choose a ball B 1 S 1 S 2 such that there is a point p 2 S 1 for which fpg S 2 intersects B 1 in a disc. Then let D be the closure of .fpg S 2 / n B 1 . We can also choose a simple closed curve s 1 @B 1 so that
.n 1/ as in Example 2.3 using B 1 and s 1 as above . Then D is a product disc with the required properties.
Next we will generalize the above idea to obtain a connected sum formula. To see this push some part of the boundary of M containing a segment of into the connected sum tube using a finger move and repeat the idea described in the proof of Proposition 9.14 (also see Figure 2 ). The following proof is due to Yi Ni.
Proof Since .M; / is not taut and M is irreducible either R C . / or R . /, say R C . /, is either compressible or it is not Thurston norm minimizing in H 2 .M; /. In both cases there exists a properly embedded surface .S; @S / .M; / such that .S / > .R C . //, no collection of components of S is null-homologous and the class OES; @S D OER C . /; @R C . / in H 2 .M; /. Then decomposing .M; / along S we get two connected sutured manifolds .M C ; C / and .M ; /. Here R C . / D R C . C / and R . / D R . /.
As in the proof of Proposition 2.13 construct Morse functions f C and f on M C and M , respectively, having no index zero and three critical points. Then f D f C [ f is a Morse function on M that has S as a level surface. Denote by C i .h/ the set and by c i .h/ the number of index i critical points of a Morse function h. Now rearrange f by switching C 1 .f C / and C 2 .f / to obtain a self-indexing Morse function g (see Milnor [5] ). Then g induces a Heegaard diagram .S 0 ;˛C [˛ ;ˇC [ˇ /, where˛ȧ ndˇ˙are the sets of attaching circles corresponding to the critical points in C 1 .f˙/ and C 2 .f˙/, respectively, and S 0 is obtained by performing c 1 .f C / C c 2 .f / zero surgeries on S whose belt circles are the elements of˛C [ˇ (see Figure 3) . Our main observation is that˛\ˇD ∅ if˛2˛C andˇ2ˇ , because they are belt circles of two disjoint handles added to S . This property of the Heegaard diagram is
The surface S 0 with two˛C curves on the top, oneˇ curve on the bottom, and with two winding arcs, one of them intersectingˇ and being disjoint from˛C preserved if we apply the winding argument of Proposition 3.15 using winding arcs 1 ; : : : ; l that satisfy the following property: if k \ˇ¤ ∅ forˇ2ˇ and 1 Ä k Ä l then k \˛D ∅ for every˛2˛C . Such arcs 1 ; : : : ; l are easy to construct (see Figure 3 ). Thus we can assume our Heegaard diagram is admissible. 
Seifert surfaces
Now we turn our attention to Example 2.6. These sutured manifolds are of particular interest to us due to the following theorem of Gabai [2, Theorem 1.9].
Note that the Seifert genus of D C .K; t/ is 1. The left hand side of Figure 2 shows D C .U; 1/ together with its natural Seifert surface. The surface R is obtained by taking a solid torus neighborhood of U containing R 2t and wrapping it around K using the Seifert framing of K . The following similar statement can be proved without making use of Proposition 10.4.
Proof

